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A proof complexity generator is any function g : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ given by
a family of circuits {Ck}k, each Ck computing function gk : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}n(k)

for some injective function n(k) > k. Circuits Ck are assumed to have size
n(k)O(1). Functions g of interest are those for which it is hard to prove that
any particular string from {0, 1}n(k) is outside of the range of gk. This can be
formalized as follows.

Assume m(k) is the size of Ck. The set of τ -formulas corresponding to Ck

is parameterized by b ∈ {0, 1}n(k) \ Rng(gk). Given such a b, propositional
formula τ(Ck)b (denoted simply τ(g)b when Cks are canonical) is defined as
follows: The atoms of τ(Ck)b are x1, . . . , xk for bits of an input x ∈ {0, 1}k and
auxiliary atoms z1, . . . , zm(k) for bit values of subcircuits of Ck determined by
the computation of Ck on x. The formula expresses in a DNF that if zj ’s are
correctly computed as in Ck with input x then the output Ck(x) differs from
b. The size of τ(Ck)b is proportional to m(k). The formula is a tautology as
b /∈ Rng(g).

When all τ(g)b require superpolynomial (resp. exponential) size proofs in
a propositional proof system P we say that g is hard (resp. exponentially
hard) proof complexity generator for P. The theory aims at finding maps
g that would be hard for many proof systems, including some strong ones like
Frege or Extended Frege systems. It has been originated by the speaker in [2]
and independently by Alekhnovich, Ben-Sasson, Razborov and Wigderson [1],
and there are now around ten papers contributing to the theory; see [3, 9, 4, 10,
5, 6, 7, 8] (introductions to [4] or [10] offer a comprehensive exposition).

In the talk I shall explain basic ideas, results, conjectures and problems of
the emerging theory.
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